
9 Ways to Lower Your
Energy Bill This Winter

1. Bundle Up
Don’t shed that sweater when you get 
home. Instead, wear warm clothing inside 
and turn your thermostat down. You can 
save 5 percent on heating costs for every 
degree you drop your thermostat in the 
60-degree to 70-degree range, according 
to the California Energy Commission’s 
Consumer Energy Center, which 
suggests a maximum setting of 68 
degrees during the day.

2. Get Smart
Smart home systems can adjust the thermostat 
for you — and cut your residential energy costs.

3. Upgrade Kitchen Appliances
Replacing old appliances can cut energy bills across 
the board. In fact, 20 percent of our electricity bill’s 
balance comes from running appliances, according to 
This Old House. However, opting for Energy 
Star-quali�ed dishwashers, washing machines and 
refrigerators can dramatically reduce that percentage.

4. Look at Other Major Appliances
Considering water heating costs account for 11 percent of your utility 
bills, switching out your water heater can drastically cut energy bills, 
according to This Old House. Consider gas and solar options, many 
of which are tankless to maximize efficiency.

9. Opt for LEDs
Replacing conventional bulbs with LED 
alternatives can add up to signi�cant savings. 
Residential LEDs — especially Energy 
Star-rated products — use at least 75 percent 
less energy and last 25 times longer than 
incandescent lighting, according to the 
Energy Department. Savings-savvy 
homeowners can even upgrade their holiday 
lights.

8. Start Small
Even apartment dwellers can cut their average 
energy bills by turning off and unplugging 
unused electronics and small appliances. 
According to EPA estimates, idle gadgets waste 
more than 100 billion kilowatt hours of 
electricity annually, costing consumers $10 
billion a year.

7. Schedule a Furnace Physical
Arrange for an HVAC professional to give your furnace 
a once-over before the cold kicks in.

6. Set Home Health Resolutions
Shane Kenny, founder of the subscription air �lter company 
FilterSnap, recommended using the beginning of the year as a 
time to take care of routine home maintenance tasks.  Examples 
include:  changing batteries in smoke and carbon monoxide 
detectors, vacuuming the refrigerator coils and checking its seals 
to improve efficiency and changing refrigerator water �lters and 
furnace air �lters. Regularly changing �lters can be a big energy 
saver and improve air quality in your home.

5. Decimate Drafts
There are many ways to keep out the cold, including insulating windows with clear plastic sheeting and installing insulated window coverings, 
according to the U.S. Department of Energy, which offers tips on detecting and sealing air leaks. Detect drafts around chimneys, in un�nished 

spaces behind cabinets and closets, and in other areas and seal them. Additionally, close your �replace’s damper when it’s not in use, and apply 
weatherstripping or caulk around drafty doors and windows to stop cold air in its tracks.
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